Abstract-Traditional animation by key frame techniques takes animators lots of time and vigour to model and simulate behaviours of crowds. For solving this problem, this paper presents a novel group animation generation approach based on population-based optimization algorithms. It is mainly divided into two parts. First, it puts forward a role modelling approach based on dynamic selfadaptive genetic algorithm and NURBS technology. Second, following the introduction to PSO (Particle Swarm Optimization) algorithm, a group path generative approach is presented. It simulates group behaviours, including cohesion and separation, dynamic object tracking and collision avoidance. Finally, a group of shark modelling and path generation images are exhibited as examples.
I. INTRODUCTION
Group animation has been a main topic in the field of computer animation and game. Traditional key frame techniques took animators lots of time and vigour to model and simulate vivid behaviours of crowds or flocks as each individual's behaviour needs to be scripted carefully to meet the following requirement: motion of the whole group should be harmonious while the individuals in the group look like independent and moving stochastically.
One of the important characteristics of group animation is its ability to reduce the workload on the animators. This is achieved by letting a behavioural model automatically take care of the low-level details of the animation, freeing the animator to concentrate on the big picture. Freeing the animator from low-level animation details is even more important when dealing with crowds.
An animator manually creating a crowd animation is overwhelmed not only by the large number of animated entities, but also by the interactions between them. If all tracks are made by animator one by one, the work will be very heavy while the effect is not satisfied.
Population-based optimization algorithms find nearoptimal solutions to the difficult optimization problems by motivation from nature. A common feature of all population-based algorithms is that the population consisting of possible solutions to the problem is modified by applying some operators on the solutions depending on the information of their fitness. Hence, the population is moved towards better solution are as of the search space. Two important classes of population-based optimization algorithms are evolutionary algorithms and swarm intelligence-based algorithms.
Genetic algorithm is a kind of evolutionary algorithms that transforms populations of individual objects into new populations using operations patterned after natural genetic operations and fitness proportionate reproduction. Genetic algorithms begin with an initial population of individuals and then iteratively (1) evaluate the individuals in the population for fitness and (2) perform genetic operations on various individuals in the population to produce a new population.
PSO (Particle Swarm Optimization) algorithm is a swarm intelligence-based algorithm and has a dominance to perform better in simulating group actions. Because it was inspired by the activities of social animals or insects in nature, it shows more smooth and genuine as a basis for group animation,. This paper presents a novel group animation generation approach for role modelling and path generation in group animation. It puts forward a role modelling approach based on dynamic self-adaptive genetic algorithm and NURBS technology. A group of shark design example is illustrated for showing the modelling process. After then, a group animation path generative approach based on PSO algorithm is introduced It simulates group behaviours, including cohesion and separation, dynamic object tracking and collision avoidance. The generative path can be used as the movement track of the group. In this way, the animators will save time and be absorbed in the design of the main roles and scenes.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 is related work in group animation. Section 3 introduces a group animation role modelling approach based on dynamic self-adaptive genetic algorithm and NURBS technology. In section 4, a group animation path generative approach is presented and showed how to use particle swarm optimisation algorithm to generate group animation paths. The last section summarises the paper and gives an outlook for the future work.
II. RELATED WORKS
Virtual groups have been studied since the early days of behavioral animation. The seminal work by Reynolds [1] is considered the first one in the field of behavioral animation. It presented a method to animate large groups of entities called boids, which present behaviors similar to those observed in flocks of birds and schools of fishes. Reynolds started from the premise that the group behavior is just the result of the interaction between the individual behaviors of the group members. Therefore, it would suffice to simulate the reasonably simple boids individually, and the more complex flocking behavior would emerge from the interaction between them.
Tu and Terzopoulos [2] created a realistically rich environment inhabited by artificial fishes. The complexity of the under sea life, including interactions between fishes like predators hunting preys, mating, and schooling, was obtained by modeling the behavior of individual fishes: group behaviors emerged as the individuals interacted.
Going even further in the direction of using more realistic models of the simulated entities, Brogan and Hodgins [3] described an algorithm to control the movements of entities with significant dynamics that travel in groups. By significant dynamics, the authors mean that the work is focused on simulating systems whose dynamics are complex enough to have a strong impact on the motion of the simulated entities.
Researches are being conducted to the use of path planning algorithms associated to generation of realistic movements of the found path. Lavalle [4] introduced the concept of a Rapidly-exploring RandomTree (RRT) as a randomized data structure for path planning problems. Choi et al. [5] proposed a model based on a probabilistic path planning and hierarchical displacement mapping to generate a sequence of realistic movements of a humanlike biped figure to move from a given start position to a goal with a set of prescribed motion clips. Metoyer and Hodgins [6] proposed a method for generating reactive path following based on the user's examples of the desired behavior. Zhang et al. [7] presented a framedquadtree based on reversed d* path planning approach for intelligent mobile robot and Gong et al. [8] introduced a multi-objective particle swarm optimization algorithm for robot path planning More specifically concerning groups' motion, Rodríguez et al. [9] proposed a model using a road map providing an abstract representation of global environment in formation to achieve different complex group behaviors that cannot be modeled with local information alone. Lien and collaborators [10] proposed ways using roadmaps to simulate a type of flocking behavior called shepherding behavior in which outside agents guide or control members of a flock. Foudil et al. [11] designed a system to simulate pedestrian behaviour in crowds in real time, concentrating particularly on collision avoidance. On-line planning is also referred to as the navigation problem.
Rodrigues [12] and Bicho et. al [13] presented a method for crowd simulation based on a biologically motivated space colonization algorithm. The proposed crowd modelling method is free-of-collision and suited to the interactive control of simulated crowds.
Data-driven models are quite recent in comparison with other methods, and aim to record motion in a preproduction stage or to use information from real life to calibrate the simulation algorithms. One example was proposed by Musse et al. [14] described a model for controlling groups' motions based on automatic tracking algorithms and proposed a new model to quantitatively compare global flow characteristics of two crowds [15] .
Although there are many approaches for modeling and path generation in computer animation, only a few researchers try to use population-based optimization algorithms for this purpose. This paper presents a novel group animation modelling and path generation approach based on population-based optimization algorithms.
III. THE ROLE MODELING BASED ON DYNAMIC SELF-ADAPTIVE GENETIC ALGORITHM AND NURBS TECHNOLOGY
For the character of a large scale individuals in group animation, the role modelling in group animation by evolutionary algorithm possesses unexampled advantage. Each individual in group have to be different and each of them have to be similar in group animation. Fortunately, evolutionary algorithm is suitable to solve this kind of problem. It is based on simulating the process of natural selection and reproduction on a computer. This technique depends on the specification of a parameterized model that is general enough to allow a wide variety of possible outcomes of interest to the animator. These outcomes are similar with the seed while each of them are different. It just is accord with request of role modelling. The role modelling based on dynamic self-adaptive genetic algorithm and NURBS technology will be introduced at following section.
A. NURBS Technology
Non-Uniform Rational B-Splines encompass almost every other possible 3D shape definition. A NURBS curve is defined as: 
In which, i t are the values of knots, and the knot vector is ( )
From the definition equation of NURBS curve, it can be seen that the shapes of NURBS curves can be changed by moving control points, altering the weights of control points, and The knot vector is a sequence of parameter values that determines where and how the control points affect the NURBS curve. In this paper, the approach of altering shape is used by moving control points while the structure lines are being adjusted.
There are many creation approaches of NURBS models, such as transshipping to the basic NURBS elements, revolving or lofting to NURBS curves and so on. Therefore, NURBS models can be created by outlining structure lines and then lofting them. In this way, the structure lines of a successful NURBS model are extracted first. Then the extracted structure lines are adjusted. Finally, these structure lines are lofted to generate the other model.
There are both U curves and V curves on NURBS surfaces. U curves are landscape orientation curves while V curves are longitudinal orientation curves on model surface. A NURBS model can be rotten by lofting its U curves or V curves. Therefore, extracting structure curves is to draw out and copy these U and V curves and then adjusted them to form new model.
B. The Coding of Genetic Algorithm
Solving a given problem with genetic algorithm starts with specifying a representation of the candidate solutions. Such candidate solutions are seen as phenotypes that can have very complex structures. There are many coding methods, such as binary coding, grey coding, real coding, symbol coding, tree-structure coding, hybrid coding, and so on. In this paper, the scale factor of structure curves is taken as gene and real coding is used to express scale value. The number of gene bits is decided by the structure curve number of the model.
For example, a model with 7 structure curves can be expressed (0.3) (1.0) (2.2) (1.4) (0.8) (1.9) (1.2), in which (0.3) denotes the scale value of the first curve is 0.3 times of the first curve of the seed.
C. Fitness
Select a current best model by designer, and the fitness of every individual is decided by the similar degree with the best individual. It is calculated according to the radios between the structure curves of an individual with the structure curves of the best individual. The more similar an individual is with the best individual, the higher its fitness value is.
Definition 1 The structure curve radius i r ： The average of the distances between the control points to the center point at the ith structure curve.
Definition 2
The ratio of the current structure curve 
According to (4), the more similar an individual with the best individual, the higher its fitness value.
D. Self-adaptive Dynamical Adjustment
The performance of genetic algorithm is greatly affected by cross probability C P and mutation probability M P . If the unsuitable values of C P and M P are used in GA, it is easy to sink into local optimal value early. For solving this problem, an approach of dynamical adjusting to C P and M P are presented as following.
First of all, an estimation function for checking whether the current individual has sunk into its local optimal value is defined. 
Next, a property of the estimation function is proved. Let us differentiate for equation (5) from both side and get： (5), we get the following property： (1) If x is the local maximal value of ( ) h x , then x also is the local maximal value of ( ) k x , and the attract
(2) If x is the local minimal value of ( ) h x , then x also is also is the local maximal value of ( ) k x , and the attract region of x is 2
(1) If x is the local maximal value of ( ) h x , then x is the local minimal value of ( ) k x , and the attract region
(2) If x is the local minimal value of ( ) h x , then x is the local maximal value of ( ) k x , and the attract
From the above consequence, theorem 1 can be gotten. It can be used to estimate whether the current individual is in the global optimum attract region, then dynamically adjust cross probability C P and mutation probability M P accordingly. 
According to theorem 1, we can estimate a current individual x Δ belongs to the global optimum attract region or the local optimum attract region, and then dynamically adjust C P and M P based on the following formula:
In which, 
The above dynamical adjusting operation can increase the convergence of genetic algorithm and enhance the diversity of the population obviously.
E.The Elitism Strategy
When dynamically adjusting, it is possibly to cause the crossover probability and the variation probability become very large, and thus destroy the outstanding individuals which will appear in the evolution process.
This paper adopts the elitism strategy to retain the outstanding individual. Supposes the population number is n, the strategy is that after every genetic operations, sort the new generated population B by the fitness value of the individual, take front 30 percent invividuals and merge them with the last generation population, get the polulation A. Sorting the individuals in A according to their fitness values, take front 30 percent invividuals in A and compare them with the individuals of the last generation population. If there are k (k ≤ 30%) individuals belonging to the last generation, randomly eliminate k individuals in A and take the front k individuals merge into A. The elitism strategy make it to be possible to guarantee the current outstanding individuals not to be destroyed by heredity operations. This will be a important guarantee condition for the convergence of the algorithm.
IV. A DESIGN EXAMPLE TO ILLUSTRATE THE EXECUTION OF GENETIC ALGORITHM
In this section, we introduce a shark model design example (Figure 1 ) to show the modelling process. A complex design can be divided into several part design and then assembled them. For briefly, we only introduce the modelling process of a shark body. (6) Take a random number between 0 and 1 as scale rate and select a control point randomly at the structure curve, use scale function to scale the structure curves one by one.
(7) Loft the adjusted structure curves to form a new model. (8) Repeat (5) to (7) until the number of new models to appointed speed size.
Step 2 Count the fitness for each individual in the population according to equation (4) .
Step 3 Form a new population according to each individual's fitness based on elitism strategy.
Step 4 Perform crossover, mutation operations on the population.
(1) Crossover The primary reproductive operation is the crossover operation. The purpose of this operation is to create two new models that contain genetic information inherited from two successful parents. The main crossover ways of real coding based genetic algorithm include signal point and multi-points crossover. A multi-points crossover way is used in this example. The NURBS curves of two parents and two children after crossover can be seen as figure 5 and figure 6 . The NURBS curves of the parent and the child after mutation can be seen as figure 9 and figure 10 . The models of the parent and the child after mutation are shown as figure 11 and figure 12 . Step 5 If the procedure doesn't been stopped by the animator, go to step 2. This process of selection and crossover, with infrequent mutation, continues for several generations until the animator stop it. Then the detail design will be done by animators with human wisdom. Figure 13 . The fish bodes after five generation evolution Figure 13 shows some generated fish bodes after five generation. The generated components and designed components by animators are classified and saves in a SQL sever based database. These components then are assembled and treated by animators to form a group of roles, and to be used at the following group animation.
V. GROUP ANIMATION PATH GENERATION BASED ON PSO ALGORITHMS

A.Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) Algorithm
Although the size of group is very large, the bird flocks can harmonious achieve the sudden change of direction, group separation and cohesion without collision. This phenomenon inspires many researches in related domain [16, 17] . Social animals or insects in nature often exhibit a form of emergent collective behavior known as 'flocking'. The flocking model is a bio-inspired computational model for simulating the animation of a flock of entities. It represents group movement as seen in the bird flocks and the fish schools in nature. In this model, each individual makes its movement decisions on its own according to a small number of simple rules that it reacts to its neighboring members in the flock and the environment it senses. These simple local rules of each individual generate a complex global behavior of the entire flock.
Particle swarm optimization (PSO) was originally introduced by J. Kennedy and R. Eberhart [Kennedy and Eberhart, 1995] in 1995 as an optimization technique. The underlying motivation for the development of PSO algorithm was social behavior of animals such as bird flocking, fish schooling, and swarm theory. Each individual in PSO is assigned with a randomized velocity according to its own and its companions' flying experiences, and the individuals are then flown through hyperspace. In the Standard PSO model, each individual is treated as a volumeless particle in the D-dimensional space, with the position and velocity of ith particle represented as ) , , , (
The particles move according to the following equation: 
is the position of the best particle among all the particles in the population and called gbest.
In PSO algorithm, a particle decides where to move next, considering its own experience is the memory of its best position, and the experience of its most successful neighbour. At each iteration, the particle pbest with the best fitness in the local neighbourhood and the current particle are combined to adjust the velocity alone each dimension, and that velocity is then used to compute a new position for the particle. The portion of the adjustment to the velocity influenced by the individual's previous best position is considered the cognition component, and the portion influenced by the best in the neighbourhood is the social component.
Particle swarms, in common with many population based algorithms, have a dominance to perform better in simulating group actions. Because it was inspired by the activities of social animals or insects in nature, and as a basis for group animation, it shows more smooth and genuine.
The basic group animation consists of four basic steering behaviours:
(1) Cohesion: Steering the individuals in the group to collect to a position; (2) Separation: Steeling the individuals in the group to separate from one position; (3) Dynamic object track: Steering group toward the tracking object and keep a suitable distance each other; (4) Collision avoidance: Steering group remains in close proximity while avoiding collisions with other members of the group and with obstacles in the environment. The path generation of these basic behaviours based on PSO algorithm will be introduced at the following sections one by one.
B. Cohesion and Separation
In natural world, cohesion and separation are most general behaviours. The acquiring foods together and attacking heterogeneous objects are typical clustering behaviour, and getting away from natural enemy is common separate behaviour. In the animation with large scene, these two behaviours are the actions with high frequency. In our animation environment, an improved PSO algorithm is used for generating path with more actual effect [18] .
In natural biologic collecting, when the individual arriving in target point, it always moves around one position and will not concentre to one point. According to this principle, we enact a threshold for controlling the individuals' movement around target point (see (9)). When the individual arrives in the arrange that takes the target point as circle of center and threshold as radial, it will make stochastic movement in the circle. (9) Where f is fitness value, t x ,t y ,t z is the current position of particle, o x ,o y ,o z is the position of the target point, th is inputted threshold value.
The fitness f is counted by the distance between current position of the particle and one position closed with target point to avoid all particles congregate to one point.
Cohesion Algorithm Based on PSO
Step 1 Initialization：initialize the number of particle the max number of group overlapping MAX; the position of target point , ,
threshold value th; the arrange of each axis of original particle; accelerate constant 1 c , 2 c ;
Step 2 While（the overlapping number < MAX）do Simulated results are as shown in figure 14 and figure  15 . Figure 16 is generative shark cohesion according to the path in figure 15 . If the different parameters are inputted, various paths with different directions and different types will be generated. The separation takes the opposite fitness to cohesion and is omitted here.
C. Dynamic Object Tracking
Dynamic object tracking behavior among the individuals is also a kind of typical group action in the natural world, such as flight of wide gooses, follow among shoal and so on. Track is an interesting action and can exhibit group intelligence well. The tracking movement in animation can show special effect.
The dynamic object track is implemented by the following process. First of all, erecting initial parameters, and then following the pass points of tracking object, taking tracking object as target position and overlapping MAX times. After that, updating the target position by current position of tracking object, For each passed point of the tracked object, we take that point as the target position of the individuals of tracking group overlapping MAX times, and then update the target position of the tracking group to the current position of the tracked object, repeat PSO algorithm until the tracked object stop. For every first overlap after updating, the gbest and pbest are initialized as rational larger values for erasing the affect of the last target point. figure 19 is a generated tracking image according to the generated path. If the different start position and target position are set, the different tracking points are produced and various tracking paths will be generated. 
D. Collision Avoidance
To run as a group, animals must remain in close proximity while avoiding collisions with other members of the group and with obstacles in the environment. Collisions frequently happened in a group action but we have to avoid their occurrence. For escaping collisions in path layout, after the radius and numbers of barriers are erected, two kinds of barriers are generated by randomly and grouping. These barriers locates in the area of the target point and the maximal shift of coordinate x ,y and z. Considering the cost of operations and requirement of real time, the following approach is presented for collision avoidance.
Suppose the radius of the collision object O is r, the current speed of particle i is v(vx,vy,vz) and current location is p(tx,ty,tz). The overlapping of this time can get the estimated next location p'(tx',ty',tz'). Counting the distance d between p' and the center of collision object O. If d< the distance from the center of O to the boundary of collision area，then the collision is possible happened. Therefore, the direction of particle should be changed and recount the next location.
The estimated next location p'(tx',ty',tz') is gotten by the following procedure. In figure 20 , square frame denotes the collision object, and dashed line denotes the boundary of collision detection while triangle denotes the next position of the particle. We can see from figure 20, the next position of the particle i has entered the area of collision, and the moving direction and the next position should be changed. In this paper, we propose a role modeling approach based on dynamic self-adaptive genetic algorithm and a group path generating approach based on PSO algorithm for group animation. First, the backgrounds are studied. Second, a role modelling approach based on dynamic self-adaptive genetic algorithm and NURBS technology is put forward and a group of shark design example is illustrated for showing this modelling process. Third, a group path generative approach to simulates group behaviours is presented. The experiment was made in a simulation environment that is able to simulate the role modelling and path generation in animation produce process [19] . An animation named "Fancy Dress Party at the sea floor" has been made in this environment and the algorithms introduced in this paper has been practised .
Let vector
Although looking simple, the approach emplores a feasible and useful way in an animation generation. It can enhance the fidelity and vitality of computer Future research will include: i) extending the work in this paper, to model the more complex role; ii) increasing in the system, the population characteristics for the customer classification and evaluation mechanisms for the animator's creation. These improvement will be studied in the very near future.
